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Abstract--We study a two-point boundary values problem (TPBVP) 
T"  + Q(Af f"  - (f,)2) = fl, f(O) =f( l )  =f ' ( l )  =f"(O) + 1 = O, 1 <~ A < oo, 
which arises from a study of similarity transformation for surface-tension drive flows of low Prandtl 
number fluids in a slot with an insulated bottom. Numerical solutions of the (TPBVP) are found for cases 
of assumed linear (A = 2) and quadratic (A = 1) radiation of temperature along the free surface. The 
corresponding bifurcation diagrams in terms of Q and ~ indicate that multiple solutions occur at some 
Q when A = 1 and unique solution exists for each Q when A = 2. Some existing properties of the TPBVP 
when A = I and 2, are also verified mathematically. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The surface-tension driven flows of low Prandtl number fluids are important in processes such as 
the production of silicon crystals and cylindrical rods of silicon. Surface-tension phenomena mainly 
occur along a floating zone due to the difference of temperatures of fluid from some imposed 
conditions. Various important studies of such flows can be cited in Ref. [1] for cases of two opposite 
floating zones of a rectangle cavity and a circular floating zone of a disk. 
Assume a slot which is described by the rectangular coordinate system such that - l ~< x ~< I and 
0 ~< y ~< d, where the insulated bottom is at y = d, as shown in Fig. 1. Suppose a low Prandtl 
number fluid, with kinematic viscosity v, dynamical viscosity #, density p and thermal diffusivity 
~t at a reference condition, is given and the temperature T~ is assumed at both ends of the floating 
zone y = 0. Suppose a constant flux of heat with temperature Tc is imposed at the center 
(x, y) = (0, 0) and Tc ~ Tt, then the surface-tension driven flows may occur due to the radiation 
of temperature along the floating zone. Let u and v denote the tangential and normal velocity of 
the planar flow. It is clear that u is anti-symmetric and v is symmetric to the x = 0 axis, respectively. 
Therefore, the formulation of boundary layer approximation of the Navier-Stokes energy system 
for steady state planar surface-tension driven flows in a micro-gravity environment is given for 
0 < x < l, 0 < y < d as follows: 
~u av (1) 
8u au 1 BP c~2u 
u +V y= p0x +VTy , (2a) 
t~v t~v 1 c3P t32v 
u~x +V~y = p8y+V-fffiy2, (2b) 
dT c~T c~2T 
u~ +v~ = ~ c~xZ, (3) 
where P and T denote the pressure and temperature profiles of the fluid. Suppose the radiation 
of temperature along the floating zone is assumed to be proportional to the distance ratio x/1 with 
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Fig. 1. Description of the slot with an insulated bottom and boundary conditions for the Navier-Stokes 
energy system. 
an exponent m, ½ < m ~< 2 and let AT = T~ - T I. Then the corresponding boundary conditions are 
given by 
v(x, O) = v(x, d) = O, (0 <~ x <~ l); (4a) 
u(x ,d)=O,  (0~<x~<l ) ;  u(O,y)=O, (0~<y~<d) ;  (4b) 
-#Uy = da/dx, (y = O, 0 <~ x <~ 1); (4c) 
T(x, O) = T~-  AT 7 ' (O <~ x ~ l); (4d) 
T(I, y) = T,, (0 <~ y <~ d); (4e) 
Ty(x, d) = O, (0 <<. x <~ 1); (4f) 
u( -x ,y )=-u(x ,y ) ,  v ( -x ,y )=v(x ,y )  (4g) 
T( -x ,y )=T(x ,y ) ,  (O~x<. l ,O<.y<.d) .  (4h) 
Now equation (1) clearly yields the existence of stream function ~/(x,y) with u =~,y and 
v = -~bx. Let ~/= y/6(x)  be an independent variable and assume a similarity functionf(t /)  which 
satisfies ~(x,  y )  = uk(x)~(x)f(~), where f(t / )  = S~ h(s) ds and h(~/) = u(x, y)/uR(x). Therefore, we 
have 
u = uR(x)f ' ( t / ) ,  v = ~uR(x) d6d(~)f'(~l) d(uR(x)tS(x))f(tl)'dx 
As in Ref. [2], we assume ~(x)= ~(x/l) (2-m)/3 and uR = cx ~2m- ,)/3, where constants 6 and c are to 
be determined. Then, the x -momentum equation, equation (2a), is transformed to 
f'"(~l) + Q(Af(rl)f"(rl) - ( f ' ( r / ) )  2) = fl, (5) 
where 
c~21 ("-2)/3 2m - 1 ~i2(x) m + I 
Q = - - ,  f l= t~P/dx and A = - -  
v 3 vpuR(x) 2m -- 1 " 
Moreover ,  the quantity fl must be a constant if dP/ax is of  the fo rm nx (4m- 5)/3 for some constant n. 
Suppose we choose 
2m+2 
- -  VCI  3 
6 = da I ' mAT- -~ y=o 
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then boundary condition (4c) is reduced to f " (0)= -1 .  Define the Marangoni number as 
Ma AT ' I~T  y=O 
g.tx 
(6) 
and choose c =m dvMa/(l(2m+5)/3pr), where Pr= v/ct, then constant ~ is further reduced to 
6 = d. Hence, we obtain the TPBVP which consists of equation (5) and corresponding boundary 
conditions 
f(O) =f ( l )  =f ' (1)  =f ' (0)  + 1 = 0. (7) 
It is clear that conditions f (O)=f (1 )=f ' ( l )=O are obtained from v =u =0 along the 
floating surface and insulated bottom, respectively. Consequently, Q = m(2m - 1)(d/l)3(Ma/Pr)/3 
and P(x, y) satisfies the desired property since the similarity transformation makes y-momentum 
equation, equation (2b), be satisfied. Furthermore, if the TPBVP is solved, then equation (3) 
together with boundary conditions (4d)-(4f) constitute a well-posed linear Dirichlet Neumann 
problem (DNP) on a bounded rectangle since u and v are smooth functions. Hence the DNP 
has a unique solution and the Navier-Stokes energy system with condition (4) is completely 
solved. 
2. NUMERICAL COMPUTATIONS AND RESULTS 
It is known that dtr/dT is negative along the floating zone and, consequently, Ma has the same 
sign as AT. Therefore, Q is positive (negative) if Tc is imposed to be higher (lower) than Tt. In fact, 
for each A /> 1, TPBVP has a unique solutionf(~/) = ~/(1 - r/)2/4 which gives fl = 3/2 when Q = 0. 
Therefore, one can consider (Q, fl) (0, 23-) as a starting point of continuation method for obtaining 
a family of numerical solutions of TPBVP which are represented by (Q, fl). Nevertheless, TPBVP 
is over-defined since it is only a third order system but consists of four conditions. However, if 
an additional equation either 
Q' = 0 (8) 
or  
fl' = 0 (9) 
is added, then the solvability of TPBVP becomes reasonable. 
For numerical computations, the code BVPSOL, [3]-[5], with local accuracy controlling 
parameter EPS = 1.0E-8, is chosen and implemented on CYBER 170/720 at NCTU. BVPSOL is 
a code which solves general TPBVP by multiple shooting method. In general, the shooting method 
consists of an initial value problem, with some imposed free parameters, and the corresponding 
root finding problem for boundary conditions to be shot. Therefore, the shooting processes mainly 
depend on the sensitivity of an implemented integrator for integrating the initial value problem. 
However, the length of problem domain may further affect the shooting scheme with a simple 
shooting. Thus, by applying BVPSOL, multiple shooting will reduce the sensitivity due to the length 
of problem domain. To solve TVBVP, we treatf'(0) and either fl or Q as free parameters to shoot 
boundary conditions o f f ( l )=f ' (1 )= 0. 
2(0. Linear Radiation (m = 1, A = 2) 
For physical consideration, it is natural to take Q as a free parameter to compute ft. The 
computed solution of TPBVP with equation (9) at Q = 0 is first obtained, which gave six digits 
agreement with the exact solutionf(r/). Starting at (Q, fl) = (0, 3/2), the continuation technique with 
linear extrapolation is applied by taking an initial step size AQ = 1.0. During the computations, 
variable step size control has also been implemented. Therefore, a family of solutions is obtained 
successfully for Q varying in an interval (-122.4752, 9991). A bifurcation diagram for (Q, fl) is 
plotted in Figs 2(a) and (b) and selected ata was listed in Table 1. It is observed that both fl and 
f'(0) are positive and decreasing from 25.1396 to 0.0002294 and from 0.45306 to 0.041124, 
respectively, as Q is increasing. Moreover, every solutionf(~/) ispositive on (0, 1) andf'(t/) changes 
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Fig. 2. B i furcat ion d iagram o f  so lut ion  space (fl, Q)  for TPBVP with l inear radiat ion: (a) A = 2 and  Q >/0; 
(b) A =2and Q~<0; (c )  A =1 and Q/>0; (d )  A =1 and Q<~0.  
signs only once on (0, 1). The graphs o f fandf '  are similar to the ones in Figs 3(b) and 4(b) for 
the case of quadratic radiation. As in Refs [2, 6], these solutions correspond to 2-cell flows which 
give one in each half (x > 0 and x < 0) as in Fig. 5. 
Table 1. Solution data of TPBVP with linear 
radiation A = 2 
B Q f'(o) 
25.1396 --122.4752 0.45306 
20.079 -100.854 0.44620 
8.2414 -51  0.40047 
2.6184 --20 0.29754 
2.2270 -15  0.283042 
1.9254 -10  0.27046 
1.6889 - 5 0.2595 
1.5 0 0.25 
0.416852 100 0.168513 
0.080891 500 0.108071 
0.031887 1000 0.086992 
0.01721 1500 0.076393 
0.010696 2000 0.069607 
0.005120 3000 0.061005 
0.002869 4000 0.055532 
0.001761 5000 0.051619 
0.001148 6000 0.048623 
0.000782 7000 0.046224 
0.000550 8000 0.044240 
0.000397 9000 0.042560 
0.000340 9500 0.041810 
0.000294 9991 0.041124 
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Fig. 3(a). Profiles of vertical velocity component f(q), v(x,y)=-cdf(~) of TPBVP with quadratic 
radiation A = 1 for specific solution data (,8, Q)=(0.061,8600), (-0.067, 8614.677), (-0.074,8600), 
(-0.21, 8128.317), (-0.367, 8600). 
Although a bifurcation curve could be continued until a bifurcation point is reached or some 
variables become infinite, our computation has been terminated when Q is below -122.4752 or 
above 9991 since the stiffness of f "(r/) made BVPSOL fail to converge due to the requiring local 
accuracy EPS = 1.0E-8. 
2(ii). Quadratic Radiation (m = 2, A = 1) 
Again, the same continuation has then been applied by starting at the point (Q, 8 )= (0, 3/2). 
Such process can only be continued until Q = 8525 which gives fl = -0.0542. Once replacing 
equation (9) by equation (8) and considering//as a free parameter, then continuation process is 
then successfully continued from the new starting point (Q, ~) = (8525, -0.0542) with an increment 
Aft = -0.001. The lowest obtained lever of fl is -0.72 with Q = 16044.44. For the case of Q < 0, 
we choose fl as free parameter and increase fl from 1.5. Hence, a new family of solutions has been 
successfully obtained for fl up to about 229.6869. A complete bifurcation diagram of Q vs fl is 
plotted in Figs 2(c) and (d) and selected ata are shown in Table 2. 
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Fig. 3(b). Profiles of vertical velocity component f(~), u(x,y)=-cdf(q)~ of TPBVP with quadrat i c  
radiation .4 = 1 for sl~ific solution data ~, Q) = (0, 1143.291), (1.5, 0), (5.1,-44.7387), (25.1, -44.8356) 
and (229.6869, -26.1)446). 
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Fig. 4(a). Profiles of horizontal velocity component f’(q), u(x, v) = cxf’(r)), of TPBVP with quadratic 
radiation A = 1 for specific solution data (B, Q) = (-0.061,8600), (-0.067,8614.677), (-0.074,8600), 
(-0.21,8128.317), (-0.367,8600). 
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Fig. 4(b). Profiles of horizontal velocity component f’(q), r&y) = cxf“(q), of TPBVP with quadratic 
radiation A = 1 for specific solution data (8, Q) = (0, 1143.291), (1.5,0), (5.1, -44.7387), (25.1, -44.8356) 
and (229.6869, -26.0446). 
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Fig. 5. Contour plot of surface tension driven flow which exhibits 2- or 3-cell flow. 
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Table 2. Solution data of TPBVP with 
quadratic radiation A = 1 
# O f(o) 
229.6869 -26.0446 3.2323 
200 -27.0399 2.9781 
100 -32.5727 1.9726 
50 -38.6093 1.3256 
30 -43.0945 0.9926 
10 -48.7430t 0.563292 
7 -47.8319 0.4759 
5 -44.4682 0.40574 
3 -33.2258 0.3263 
1,5 0.0 0.25 
0 1143.29 0.0932 
-0,035 5944.569 0.0543 
-0.036 6518.216 0.05272 
-0,067 8614.677t 0.04792 
-0,11 8395.677 0.04832 
-0.209 8128.33t 0.04886 
-0,4 8809.842 0.047834 
-0.5 9732.62 0.04644 
-0.6 11323.76 0.044335 
-0.65 12618.67 0.042857 
-0.7 14705.67 0.040822 
-0.72 16044.64 0.039693 
tTurning point. 
Moreover, as shown in Figs 3(b) and 4(b), the solution f(r/) are nonnegative on (0, 1) andf '0 / )  
changes ign only once for each Q less than about 6000. Again, these solutions are corresponding 
to 2-cell flows as in Fig. 5. For Q beyond 6000,f(r/) vanishes at an interior point r/0 in (0, 1) and 
r/0 moves toward 0 as fl increases. Also, f '(r/) changes ign twice on (0, 1). Consequently, these 
solutions are corresponding to 3-cell flows that the third cell appears on the center line c = 0 near 
the bottom of slot and increases in strength as fl increases. 
Similarly, the impact of stiffness for TPBVP has made our computation be terminated when fl 
reached about -0.72 and 230. To obtain each solution, it takes about 2 s in CPU time when the 
magnitude of Q is small and about 10 s when it is large for both cases A = 1 and 2. Again, the 
computation should be able to continue beyond two endpoints if EPS in BVPSO1 is increased. 
2(iii). Further Observations and Conjecture 
From Figs 2(a) and (b), it is shown that the bifurcation curve is of the form fl(Q) and concave 
up. The right-hand side of the curve is decreasing and asymptotic to the Q-axis while the left branch 
extends upward with the slope about 0.23. Therefore, it is reasonable to give the following 
conjectures for the case of linear radiation: 
(L.1) For every nonpositive fl, TPBVP has no solution. 
(L.2) For each real Q, there exists a unique fl, fl > 0, such that TPBVP has a 
solution. 
For the case of quadratic radiation, our numerical data and observation of Figs 2(b)-(d) exhibit 
existence of a bifurcation curve Q (fl), -0.72 ~< fl ~< 229.6869 such that the curve terminates at two 
endpoints (16044.64, -0.72) and (-26.0446, 229.6869). However, the lower branch in Fig. 2(c) is 
decreasing and concave up while the upper branch in Fig. 2(d) is increasing and concave up. It 
is reasonable to conjecture that Q([3) has properties that Q(fl) tends to a Ql < 0 as fl approaching 
to infinity and Q(fl) increases to infinity as fl decreasing to a ill, fll < --0.75 and f l , -  --0.75. 
Moreover, it is observed that Q(fl) has three local extremes at about (Q, f l )= (8614.67, -0.067), 
(8128.31, -0.21) and (-48.74, 10), respectively. 
Therefore, based on all observations, it can be conjectured that there exist some constants 
Qi < Q2 < 0 < Q3 < Q4 and floo < 0 such that 
(Q.1) TPBVP has no solution for every Q lies in ( -oo ,  Q~). 
(Q.2) Let S denote the collection of point (Q, fl) such that TPBVP has a solution 
at the desired (Q, fl). Then the graph S consists of smooth curve Q(fl), 
floo < fl < oo, where Q(fl) tends to Q2 and oo as fl approaches + oo and fl~, 
respectively. 
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(Q.3) TPBVP has unique solution for every Q lies in (Q2, Q3) or (Q4, oo). 
(Q.4) For every Q in [Q1, Q2], there exist constants fll and f12 such that TPBVP has 
a solution at (Q, fli); i = 1, 2. 
(Q.5) For each Q ~ [Q3, Q4], there exist constants f13, f14, f15 such that TPBVP has 
a solution at (Q, fli), i = 3, 4, 5. 
3. MATHEMATICAL RESULTS 
Although the existence of multiple solutions of TPBVP with A = 1 or 2 are indicated in Figs 
2(a)-(d), only a small portion of its mathematical properties are verified here. In particular, 
existences of solutions for A = 1 which exhibit 3-cell flow are open. 
Theorem 1 
If A = l, then for each positive fl there exists at least one real number Q such that TPBVP has 
3 ) 3 a nonnegative solution. In particular, Q " (5- f l  > 0 if fl :/:5. 
Theorem 2 
If A = 2, then TPBVP has no solution for each fl ~< 0. 
Theorem 3 
If A = 2, then for each real Q there exists at least one positive number fl such that TPBVP has 
a nonnegative solution. In particular, 
min{1, e -Q } <~ ~fl ~< max{l, e-°}. 
The existence of unique solution of TPBVP when Q = 0 is clearly given by s~(t/) = ¼q(1 - q)2 and 
fl = ~. Hence, only the case of nonzero Q will be considered. It is clear that once we have a solution 
f~ C3[0, 1], thenf  ~ ck[o, 1] for every k >i 1. We shall verify existence o f f  for A = 1 and A = 2 
by using the Leray-Schauder fixed point theorem in Theorem 1 and Schauder fixed point theorem 
in Theorem 2, respectively. 
3(0. Proof of Theorem I 
Differentiating equation (5), we obtain 
f(4)+ Q[ff,,, _ f , f , , ]  = 0. (10) 
Then, qualitative properties of a solution f of TPBVP can be described in the following lemma. 
Lemma I 
I f f  is a solution of TPBVP then 
(i) Qf(4)<O on[0,1). 
(ii) i f " - - f ' f "  > 0 on [0, 1). 
(iii) i f " - - ( f , )2  is increasing and negative on [0, 1). 
Proof. If the assertion (i) holds, then (ii) and (iii) follow immediately. To prove (i), we let g = Qf. 
Thus equation (10) and condition (7) give 
g(4) q_ gg,,, _ g,g,, = 0 (11) 
g(0) = g(1) = g'(1) = g"(0) + Q = 0. (12) 
Differentiating equation (l l) we obtain 
g(5) = (g,,)2 _ gg(4). (13) 
Let 0 ~ c ~< 1 be a point such that g(4)(c) = 0. Then equation (13) yields that g(5)(c) = (g"(c)) 2 >/0. 
Thus at any point where gC4)(r/) is zero its slope is nondecreasing. Moreover, g(4)(1)= 0 and 
g(5)(1) >/0 imply that g(4)(r/) ~< 0 for 0 ~< r/~< 1. 
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Suppose assertion (i) is false. Then there must exist a constant c e [0, 1) such that #4)(c) = 0. If 
g"(c) # O, then equation (13) shows that gCS)(c) > 0 which leads to a contradiction that g~4)(~/) ~< 0 
in a neighborhood of c. If g"(c ) -  0 and g ' (c )# O, then differentiating equation (13) twice gives 
g(O = 2g" g " -- g,g(4) _ ggO) 
and 
g(7) = 2(g,,,)2 + g,,gt4) __ 2g,gO) __ gg(6). 
This shows that g")(c)= gt5)(c)= g¢°(c)= 0 and g(7)(C)> 0 which leads to a contradiction again. 
If g"(c) = g"(c) = O, then obtain the unique solution g(q) = g(c) + g'(c)(q - c). Thus g"(O) = 0 
and it is clearly a contradiction. 
Q.E.D. 
Let B = {u e C2[0, 1], u(0) = u(l) = u'(l) = 0}. B is a Banach space i fBis given the C2-norm of u, 
i.e. II u IIB - II u II o~ + II u' l l  ~ + II u"  II o0. However, consider au in B and integrate u" twice, one has 
u'(t) = -- u"(s) ds 
and 
u(t) = fo u'(s) ds. 
This  shows  that II u II o0 ~ II u'[I ~ ~ II u ° II ~- Therefore  we shall only est imate the supremum of  u" 
in the following discussion. Now TPBVP is equivalent o 
(f l  ~) S~(J(q's)(( f ' (s))2-f(s) f ' (s))ds (14) 
f(r/) = h#(q) + - S01(J(1, s)(( f ' (s))  2 --f(s)f"(s)) ds 
and 
where J(q, s) is given by 
l fo 2 3 = Q J ( l ,  s)((f '(s)) 2 - f (s ) f " (s ) )  ds 
[; 'fo' ] = Q (1 - s2)(f'(s)) 2 ds + ~ (f(s)) 2 ds , (15) 
q2 s ~ 
J ( q, s ) = tl 5- 20<~s <<. rl <<. 1 
q(1 - s ) ,  O<. q <.s <~ l, 
and 
t/: + (1 -  ~)r/. hB(,1) = ~ ,? - 5- 
Note that equation (14) is independent of Q and any solution f of equation (14) in B will satisfy 
f"(O) + I = 0. Also equation (I 5) shows that Q is negative (positive) if 3 is greater (less) than ~ which 
is consistent with our numerical results. Moreover, h3/20l)--f(q). 
To apply Learay-Schauder fixed point theorem, we need to have some estimation for the solution 
of equation (14). Therefore, we have 
Lemma 2 
I f f  is a solution of equation (14), then 
(i) for each fl > 0, 
:o I s)((f'(s)) 2 -f(s)f"(s))) ds i> c(fl) > 0, (J(1, 
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and 
where 
(i1 3 (48)3, for f l />~, 
( - -~ ' f l ,  for f ie 0, ; 
(ii) for each f le  R, (3 - fl)(f"(1) - ½) ,,< 0. 
Proof. To prove (i), we consider following two cases. 
Case (a). fl ~ (0, 3). Since 
Case (b ). 
J(q, s) <~ (rl - ~) (1 -  s2). 
Thus equation (14) gives 
f (q ) /> ~ rl(1 -- t/) 2 t> 0, 
hence from equation (15) we have 
f /  1 f12 J(1, s)((f ' )  2 - i f " )  ds >. ~ (72)---- i.
fl i> 3. Let G(r/,s) be the Green's function of v " )=0 
v(0) = v(1) = v'(1) = v"(0) = 0 which is given by 
G(n ,  s )  = 1 ~n(s  - 1)2[(3 - r l : )s - 2~/2], 0 ~< r/ ~< s ~ I, 
[s(r/ 1)2[(3 s2)r/ 2s2], 0~<s ~<q ~< 1. 
Then a solution of equation (10) can be written as 
f(,r) = - Q a(,1, s )~"  - fT ' )  ds +7(,1), 
where 
if(q) =-~(1 --r/) 2. 
with 
(16) 
Since G (~, s) >/0, fl I> 3 and a solution of equation (14) is also a solution of equation (15), we then 
have 
f~ 1 1 J(1, s)((f ' )  2 - i f " ) )  ds >i ~ " (48) 2 . 
Differentiating equation (16) twice and taking ~/= 1 yield 
1 Q fo l f"(1) = 2 2 s(1 - s2)(ff " - f ' f " )  ds. 
Hence (3 - fl)(f"(1) - ~) ~< 0. 
Q.E.D. 
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Lemma 3 
I f f  is a solution of equation (14) then lift' I[ ~ ~ [1, d(fl)], where 
f f l _ l ,  i f f l>~ 
d(f l )= ~1,  if0~<fl-N<~, 
1-f l ,  i f f l<0 .  
Proof It is clear that IIf" It ~ >1 1, since f " (0 )= -1 .  To prove IlfllB~< d(fl), we differentiate 
equation (14) and then obtain 
(1 fl) ~( ( f ' )2 - f f " )ds  (17) 
f"(q)=f l . r  l - l+  ~--~ S~j(1, s)((f,)2 ff,,)d s. 
By Lemma 2(ii), we conclude that 
0 <~ ~ ((f,)2 _if, ,) ds < 3. 
~0 I J(1, s)((f') 2 --if") ds 
Also from equations (17) and (18), we have 
f l~  f l  l o 3 - +~<f( r t )~<f l~t -1 ,  for /~>~ 
and 
flFl-l<~f"(q)<~fltl-fl+½, for fl~<~. 
(18) 
D = {u e B: [I u [I n < 3d(fl) + 1, If u I]~ > Ic(fl)}. 
(~ _ 1"~ S~ J(r/, s)((g'(s)) 2- g(s)g"(s)) ds 
(T(fl)(g))(rl)=ha(q)+ 2] S~J(1,s)((g'(s)) 2 g(s)g"(s))ds' g eB. 
Lemma 4 
The operator T(fl) is compact, continuous from/~ into B. Moreover, T(fl) has no fixed point 
on the boundary of D. 
Proof. By Lemmas 2 and 3 and the definition of D, T(fl) clearly has no fixed point on the 
boundary of D. 
It is sufficient to show that T(fl) is continuous. Since the operator F(g)= (g,)2 _g  g,, is a 
continuous and bounded mapping f rom/ )  into C[0, 1] and the operator 
(.4 v)(~) = ](~, s)V(s) ds 
is continuous from C[0, 1] into C2[0, 1], hence the composite operator AF(g) is continuous from 
/) into C~[0, 1]. By Lemma 2, AF(g)(1) t> ¼c(fl) > 0, thus AF(g)/AF(g)(1) is continuous f rom/ )  
into C2[0, 1]. Hence 
T(f l ) (g)=ha+(~-~)AF(g)/AF(g)(1)  
is continuous from /3 into B. 
We next show that T(fl) is compact, namely, that T(fl)(K), the closure of T(fl)(K), is compact 
for every closed bounded subset K of/~. Let K be a closed, bounded subset of / ) ,  and let {g,} be 
a sequence of functions in K with image {G,} under T(fl). Then, clearly, G, e C3[0, 1] and 
G'~'(q) =/J - ~ J(1, s)((g'(s)) 2- g,(s)g'~(s)) ds \2 " 
and 
Thus, IIf" II ~ ~ d(/3). 
For each fl > 0, let c(fl), d(fl) be defined in Lemmas 2 and 3, respectively. We may define an 
open set D and an operator T(fl) by 
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Hence we have 
1 /3 2(3d(fl)+ 1) 2 
Io;"(~)l~</3+ ~-3"  ¼e(/3) ' 
for all n i> 1. Now apply the Arzela-Ascoli theorem, one can obtain a convergent subsequence and 
this shows that T(K) is compact. Q.E.D. 
Let l(2) = ~(1 - 2) + 213 and deg(I - T(l(fl)), D, 0) be defined as in Ref. [7]. By Lemma 4, we 
conclude that deg(I - T(I(1)), D, 0) = deg(I - T(I(O)), D, 0). Since T(I(O)) = T(3) has only one 
fixed point f in /3 .  Thus deg( I -  T(/(1)), D, 0) = 1 4: 0. Hence by the Learay-Schauder fixed point 
theorem, T(/(1)) has a fixed point in D. Hence from equation (14), TPBVP has a solution. 
Furthermore, equation (5) shows that Q is negative if 13 > 3. This completes the proof of existence 
of solution. 
300. Proof of Theorem 2 
Again, differentiating equation (5) we then have 
f(')(r/) = - 2Qf(q)f"(q). (19) 
Multiplying equation (19) by an integration factor p ( t / )=exp[ -2Q~f(~)d~]  and, then, 
integrating both sides from q to 1, we obtain 
#(q)f"(q) = ft. (20) 
It is clear that equation (20) yields f " (q )  ~< 0 on [0, 1] since fl ~< 0 and/~(tl) >t 0 for all 0 ~< q ~< 1. 
This implies that f"(r/) is nonincreasing and f"(r / )<,f"(O)= -1  for all t/in [0, 1]. Consequently, 
f'(tl) > 0 on [0, 1) sincef'(1) = 0. But this violates the conditions f(0) =f (1)  = 0. Hence, the proof 
of Theorem 2 is complete. 
3(iii). Proof of Theorem 3 
From equation (20) and condition (7), TPBVP is equivalent o 
,7' ~ J(~, s)v(s) ds 
f(q) = tl 2 2 ~ J(tl, s)v(s) ds and 
where J(q, s) is defined by 
~0 I 13 (1 -s)2v(s)ds = 1, 
f t/z s 2 
J (q , s )= q 2 2 '  0~<s~<q~l ,  
t /0 -s ) ,  0~<q~<s~l ,  
(21) 
(22) 
and v(s)= exp[2QS]f(~)d~]. Let E = {u ~ C[0, 1]: u/> 0}. Now for each real Q we define an 
operator T(Q) by the following way. 
712 
(T(Q)g)(q) = q - -~-  AF(g)(q)/2AF(g)(1), g ~ E, 
~0 
1 
(A V)(q) = J(q, S)V(s) ds 
where 
and 
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Thus, from equation (21), finding a solution of TPBVP is equivalent o finding a fixed point of 
T(Q). 
Moreover, equations (21) and (22) yield a priori estimate for fl which is given in the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 5 
If f is a solution of TPBVP for any real Q, then the corresponding fl satisfies the inequality 
min{ 1, e -°} ~< -~fl ~< max{l, e-O}. 
Proof It is clear that 2J(l,s)(q-q2/2)>>.J(rt, s). Then, equation (21) implies that 
0 <~f(q)<<. r 1 -q2/2 for all t/in [0, 1]. Also, from equation (22), we have 
e-°~<]fl ~< 1, for Q ~>0, 
and 
l~<~fl~<e -o, fo rQ<0.  
Hence the result is obtained. 
Lemma 6 
The operator T(Q) is compact, continuous on E. Moreover, 0 ~< (T(Q)g)(q)~< t / -q2 /2  for all 
,t ~ [0, 1]. 
Proof Since 2J(1, s)(q -q2/2)/> J(q, s). Therefore the last assertion of this lemma follows 
immediately. 
• 1 1 2QM Because A and F are continuous maps on C[0,1] and (AF)(g)(1)>.mm(~,~e ), when 
][g ][ ~ ~< M. Therefore the operator T(Q) is continuous on C[0, 1]. Now since T(Q)g/>0, thus 
T(Q) is continuous on E. 
To show the compactness of T(Q) is equivalent o show that for every bounded closed subset 
K in E the image of K, T(Q)(K), is relatively compact. Let K be a closed and bounded subset of 
E, and let {g,} be a sequence of functions in K with image {G,} under T(Q). Then, clearly, 
G, e C1[0, I] and 
I S01 K(t/, s)exp[2Q Sog,(~) de] ds 
G~,(q) = 1 -- q - S0 ~ 2J(l ,  s)exp[2Q ~] g,(~) d~]ds' 
where K(q, s) is given by 
K(q's)={i--q's, 
It is clear that K(q, s)<. 2J(1, s). Thus we have 
0~<s ~<r/~<1, 
0~<r/~<s ~<1. 
- r/~< G~,(r/) ~< 1 - r/, for all n/> 1. 
Hence [G~(r/)l~< 1, for all n >/1. Now apply the Arzela-Ascoli theorem one can obtain a 
convergent subsequence and this shows that T(Q) is compact. 
The continuity of T(Q) follows immediately from the fact that the operator 
AF(g) = J(tl, s)exp[2Q g(~) de] ds 
is continuous and (AF(g))(I) i> min{~, le2QU}, where IIg I1 ~o ~< M. 
Let D = {u e E: Ilu II~ ~<½}. Then D is a closed, convex and 
from Lemma 5, T(Q) is compact and continuous map on D and T(Q)(D)~D. Hence, by 
the Schauder fixed point theorem, T(Q) has a fixed point in D. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 3. 
Q.E.D. 
bounded set. Therefore, 
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Remark  
1. It should be noted that the form of TPBVP with A = 2 is the same as the one 
for a similar problem for supported isk by Gill et al. [2] with slight different 
formulation of Q and ft. Our results in Theorems 2 and 3 clearly verify the 
existence of the bifurcation diagram in Ref. [2]. 
2. For a similar problem for floating disks, Gill et al. [2] also reported existence 
of multiple numerical similarity solutions and Lu et al. [6] have verified math- 
ematically a small portion of numerical results as well. 
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